Searcher Weapons Glossary

Used by characters:
French Gladius (Connor) – (Ancient Rome) Classic shortsword later adapted for multiple uses across Europe
Katara (Connor) – (Tamil, India) Punching blade, used to prove bravery in tiger hunts
Cho Ko Nu (Ethan) – (Ancient China) Repeating crossbow
Throwing knives (Lydia, Connor) – Knives forged of a single piece, with no separate handle, to create a balanced weight
Tsurugi (Shay – practice) – (Japan) Straight, double-edged broadsword
Qi jie bian (Adne) – (China) A wooden-handled whip featuring seven chain sections and a metal dart tip
Kilij (Monroe) – (Turkey) Curved saber
Poniard (Ethan) – (France) Lightweight dagger

In the armory:
Morning star – (Europe, Middle Ages) A wooden shaft topped by a metal ball that features iron or steel spikes
Bec de Corbin – (Europe, Middle Ages) A polearm that boasts both a hammer to break through armor and a spike to pierce flesh
Guisarme – (Europe, Middle Ages) A polearm that features a spear and a curved hook
Seax – (Anglo-Saxon) One handed sword where the edges of the blade curve to meet at the sword’s point
Sgian dubh – (Scottish Gaelic) An easily concealed dagger. Note of interest: The word ‘skean’ which is the name of the metal spikes used by Adne and other Weavers to open portals, is derived from the Sgian dubh
Misericorde, or Stiletto – (Europe, Middle Ages) Long, narrow-bladed dagger
Kris – (Southeast Asia) dagger that often features a waving blade
Janbiya – (Middle East) dagger that features a curved blade
Cinquepiede – (Renaissance Italy) A wide-bladed, the width of five fingers, short sword
Xiphos – (Ancient Greece) One-handed short sword with a leaf-shaped blade
Karambit – (Southeast Asia) Small dagger with a curved blade that resembles the claw of a jungle cat
Falchion (Europe, Middle Ages) – One-handed, single-edged sword
Tabar Zin (Persia) – Battle axe with a crescent-shaped blade
Bardiche - (Eastern Europe) – Battle axe with a long, cleaver-style blade
Shillelagh – (Ireland) Wooden cudgel
Quarterstaff – (England) Long wooden staff